Curriculum 2018-19 Kindergarten
You are welcome to purchase your student’s curriculum used or new. You are responsible for ensuring your materials are available the first day
of class and that your student has the correct edition. Please read the “NOTES” section for each subject for clarification and direction.
Suggested places of purchase: Amazon, Rainbow Resource, Christianbook.com. If you are on Facebook, be sure to join the
CCACurriculumboard. You may find good deals there!
SUBJECT
MATH

ITEMS

What math level did
your child place?

OR

_____________

SAXON MATH LEVEL 1
Kit ISBN: 9781565770188

Workbooks ISBN: 9780939798810
(includes fact cards)
Meeting Book ISBN: 9781565770225
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------SAXON MATH LEVEL 2
Kit ISBN: 9781565770195

BOUGHT

RECEIVED/HAVE

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

OR
Workbooks ISBN: 9780939798827
Meeting Book ISBN: 9781565770232
Manipulative Kit for K-3 **SEE NOTES**

BIBLE
PENMANSHIP

Old Story New
ISBN: 9781936768660
Required: Handwriting Without Tears Grade 1
My Printing Book ISBN: 9781939814456

□
□

□
□

□

□

□

□

□

□

NOTES
You only need one set of math materials.
Please see your student’s new student
evaluation results or returning student
End-of-Year Evaluation form for the
assigned level. Order by assigned level –
not by grade.
You need all three books. Teacher
Manuals can be used again; Workbooks &
Meeting Books are consumable (one-time
use).
The kit includes Teacher Manual, Student
Workbook, and Meeting Book.
Manipulative Kits will be used at home.
You only need one per family.
Order Manipulative Kit from Rainbow
Resource. Use Item# MPK000

This book is used at home. Only ONE per
family is needed.

It is recommended that you have all of your curriculum ordered by July 11th, 2018, to ensure that it all arrives on time. Your student will not be
allowed to start school if you do not have all of their curriculum. If you have any questions, or need help in any way, please contact Debbie
Briggs at dbriggs@discovercca.org or call/text 941-916-5624.
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SUBJECT

LANGUAGE ARTS
Kindergarten

ITEMS
FUNDATIONS LEVEL 1
Teacher’s Manual 1
ISBN: 9781567785210
Fundations Reference Charts
ISBN: 9781567784787
------------------------------------------------------------------------The Phonetic Farm
ISBN: 9781623410568
Reading Pathways
ISBN: 9780787992897
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Literature
Story About Ping, Flack (CCA Provides)
A Red Pair of Clogs, Matsuno (CCA Provides)
Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel, Burton (CCA Provides)
Cranberry Thanksgiving, Devlin (CCA Provides)
The Glorious Flight, Provensen (CCA Provides)
Make Way for Ducklings, McCloskey (CCA Provides)
Ferdinand, Leaf (CCA Provides)
Tale of Peter Rabbit, Potter (CCA Provides)
Lentil, McCloskey (CCA Provides)
Caps for Sale, Slobodkina
Harry the Dirty Dog, Zion
You are Special, Lucado

Bought

Have/Received

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

NOTES
Buy used or order from
https://store.wilsonlanguage.com/
Wilson Language
800-899-8454

------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------Please note the last three literature books
CCA does NOT provide. You may either
purchase or get from the library.

□
□
□

□
□
□
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ITEMS
BOUGHT
RECEIVED
NOTES
SUBJECT
nd
Only one per family needed. They do
Exploring Creation with Astronomy, 2 Edition
SCIENCE
ISBN: 9781940110585

□

□

**This is an updated version. The book
will be white.
Only One Text Per Family Needed

**SEE NOTES**

HISTORY

GEOGRAPHY

The Story of the World
Student Text ISBN: 9781933339009
Activity Book 1 ISBN: 9781933339054
Student Pages ISBN: 9781933339153
**SEE NOTES**

Me on the Map
ISBN: 9780517885574
There’s a Map on My Lap, Dr. Seuss
ISBN: 9780375810992

NOT need a notebooking journal.

□
□
□

□
□
□

□

□

□

□

There is a set of Student Pages in the
back of the Activity Book that must be
taken out, hole-punched, and put in a
binder OR you may purchase the Student
Pages separately. You still need a copy
of the Activity Book.
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